June 28, 2018

Release Notes
SQLDetective 4.7.2 (build 247)
IMPROVEMENTS
Code Analyzer
Object names are now always shown on the title bar of the Code Analyzer panel in the SQL Editor,
Stored Program Editor, and Object Navigator.
SELECT statements including with_clause and plsql_declarations_clause are no longer ignored by the
analyzer.
Preferences
Moved the option “Consider empty line as a statement delimiter” to “Code Editors > SQL Editor”.
Disabled by default.
Described all pages of Preferences in Online Help.

BUGS FIXED
Compare Databases, Schemas, Objects
The NOT NULL attribute of a Migration SQL/Synchronization script is now included in the comparison.
Synonyms are no longer lost for compared objects.
Owner names are no longer lost in compared package bodies.
The error “Operation aborted” no longer occurs on reconnecting to a database during comparison.
Object Navigator
The object tree now refreshes automatically after new objects are created.
Object Navigator now shows correct information for descending nodes.
After restarting the application, all popup menu commands are now available in the ContentSelector.
Fixed objects counting.
SQL Editor
The error message “Invalid pointer operation” no longer occurs on clicking the “Toggle HTML output”
button on the HTML Output tab.
Stored Program Editor
It is now possible to add the Preferences button to the toolbar of the Stored Program Editor.
Database Examiner
An access violation no longer occurs on clicking “Refresh data”.
Extract DDL
“Extract DDL” and “Generate Scripts for Create/Drop” are no longer available for Package Functions
and Package Procedures.
Group Actions
The error “Unexpected action Execute on object type <ObjectTypeName>” no longer occurs on trying to
execute several stored programs at a time.
Code Analyzer Options
The “Show header” option now works correctly for CRUD matrices.
Job Wizard
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Added autofit and sorting options to the column headers and updated the popup menu with options
from the toolbar.
Online Support Desk
The values in the “Country” and “Company” fields are no longer mixed up in the preview mode.
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